The design and the characterization of functionalized gold nanoparticles supracrystals require atomically resolved information on both the metallic core and the external organic ligand shell. At present, there is no known approach to characterize simultaneously the static local order of the ligands and of the nanoparticles, nor their dynamical evolution. In this work, we apply femtosecond small-angle electron diffraction combined with angular cross-correlation analysis, to retrieve the local arrangement from nanometer to interatomic scales in glassy aggregates. With this technique we study a two-dimensional distribution of functionalized gold nanoparticles deposited on amorphous carbon. We show that the dodecanethiol ligand chains, coating the gold cores, order in a preferential orientation on the nanoparticle surface and throughout the supracrystal. Furthermore, we retrieve the dynamics of the supracrystal upon excitation with light and show that the positional disorder is induced by light pulses, while its overall homogeneity is surprisingly found to transiently increase. This new technique will enable the systematic investigation of the static and dynamical structural properties of nanoassembled materials containing light elements, relevant for several applications including signal processing and biology.
I n metal nanoparticles (NPs), 1−3 the metallic core provides some key properties, e.g., magnetization, plasmonic response, or conductivity, with the ligand molecules giving rise to others like solubility, assembly, or interaction with biomolecules. 4, 5 The formation of NPs supracrystals depends on a complex interplay between many forces, some stemming from the core, some from the ligands. 6 These assemblies are promising candidates for many applications in very different fields, such as electronics and medicine. 7, 8 The structural dynamics of nonfunctionalized polycrystalline gold thin films has been investigated by means of ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) in transmission 9, 10 and timeresolved X-ray diffraction (XRD). 11, 12 Direct structural information on the melting and crystallization dynamics of gold NPs suspended on organic membranes was obtained by UED, 13 while coherent acoustic phonons have been observed in single bare gold NPs by means of time-resolved threedimensional imaging in a X-ray free-electron laser (X-FEL). 14 All of these experiments were limited at the observation of the intra-NP dynamics, and none dealt with functionalized NPs.
While electrons offer a higher cross-section for interaction with matter than X-rays, yielding a good sensitivity in thin samples containing light elements, 15, 16 their limited transverse coherence complicates the observation of large distances in diffraction. 17 Conversely, X-ray beams have the required coherence, but smaller interaction cross-section, making it difficult to observe the dynamics of the chains of carbon and hydrogen atoms constituting the ligands.
Structure retrieval methods using the angular crosscorrelation function (CCF) analysis of an XRD pattern have demonstrated the possibility to retrieve information on the sample local order and symmetry. 18, 19 Latychevskaia et al. 20 reported that for a dense system of identical particles, even at a very low coherence length of the probing wave (comparable to the size of the single particle), the characteristic modulations of certain symmetries in the sample appear in the CCF. Small-angle femtosecond (fs)-electron diffraction experiments presented in this work can access the length-scale between few Ångstrom (Å) to a few nanometers (nm) with fs time-resolution and sensitivity to the light elements in ligands. To do this, a trade-off between the beam brightness and its coherence at the sample was found in our high-flux (10 9 e − /s) UED setup. 21 The CCF analysis has been applied and revealed the ordered arrangement of the ligands binding to the NPs in the two-dimensional supracrystal, even though the NPs themselves are not arranged in a perfect lattice. The discovered arrangement of the ligands indicates the presence of a specific preferred orientation of the NPs in the two-dimensional supracrystal. Furthermore, time-resolved experiments clarify the way in which light-induced thermal disorder evolves in such systems, revealing the time-scales involved in the entropy variations of the distribution of the NPs in the supracrystal and of the ligands sublattices.
Set-up and Experiment. 1-Dodecanethiol-coated NPs were synthesized using a modification 22 of the method described by Zheng et al. 23 A NPs monolayer was prepared by a dropwise deposition of a toluene solution of NPs onto the water subphase of a Langmuir trough. After 10 min the layer was compressed at 10 mm/min until it reached 18 mN/m (at the isotherm solid-phase region), and then it was transferred to an amorphous carbon-coated grid through a Langmuir− Schaefer deposition. A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the sample, characterized by an average NPs core diameter of 5.7 nm and a polydispersity of 9%, is shown in Figure 1a , where crystallographic-like planes in the NPs arrangement are indicated. In this TEM image, the ligands are not visible as they do not provide enough contrast for 200 keV electrons. Previous experiments demonstrated that the ligands may be observed at lower voltages 24, 25 for isolated particles. Recently, the ligands orientation on an ensemble of oleic-acid-coated PbSe nanoparticles has been imaged in a HAADF-STEM operated at 200 kV. 26 However, none of these experiments has provided, at once, static and dynamic information on ligands, as they were limited to the observation of the system in stationary conditions. A KMLabs Wyvern Ti:sapphire amplified laser generating 50 fs (fwhm), 700 μJ pulses, 800 nm central wavelength, 20 kHz repetition rate, was employed to generate both the probing electrons (30 keV, λ = 7 pm) and the photoexcitation. The temporal spread of the 30 kV probe electron pulses was controlled by means of a radiofrequency (RF) compression cavity, 27, 28 allowing to store up to 6 × 10 5 electrons in ∼300 fs/ 160 μm bunches at the sample. 21 A sketch of our setup is presented in Figure 1b . Femtosecond snapshots of the diffraction pattern from the NPs supracrystal were recorded at different time-delays between the pump photoexcitation and the probe, building a femtosecond-resolved movie of the dynamics of the sample. Experiments were performed in transmission geometry at room temperature and with an almost collinear arrangement between the pump and probe pulses, in order to reduce the spatiotemporal mismatch between them. The background pressure in the experimental vacuum chamber was below 10 −9 mbar. Photoinduced changes in the sample were initiated by 800 nm (1.5 eV) pump-pulses focused to a spot of 220 μm, which were temporally overlapped on the sample to a probing electron beam with 160 μm diameter. The incident fluence on the sample was 10 mJ/cm 2 , while the effective fluence absorbed by the sample is estimated around 100 μJ/cm 2 . This latter takes into account for the optical reflectivity of gold in a layer of 7 nm thickness, for the The ultrashort light and electron pulses are arranged in a properly timed sequence with the use of a delay stage, and the sequence of pulses is repeated timing the electron pulse to arrive before or after the laser pulse. In this way snapshots of the electrons diffracted from the sample are recorded in a stroboscopic fashion. (c) Experimental electron diffraction pattern of the sample at t < t 0 . The investigation of the local symmetry in our sample is carried out at the three marked scattering vectors s 1,7 (referred to as s 1 within the text), s 3 and s 4 , as discussed in the text. The azimuthal angle φ and the angle shift Δ, employed in the calculation of the CCF, are also reported in the diffraction pattern.
penetration depth of gold for electrons, estimated around 7−8 nm at 1.5 eV, 29 and for the sample density. The diffraction patterns were acquired with a very small current (320.4 pA for every time delay, 4.11 μC as total charge on the NPs with this amount being distributed over several electron pulses impinging on the sample) thanks to the high sensitivity camera and the pulsed electron beam. Also, the very low duty cycle allows a large relaxation time between subsequent pulses. For these reasons, radiation damage was not observed in these experiments (see Supporting Information). The diffraction pattern, shown in Figure 1c , was formed on a phosphor screen and was recorded by a charge-coupled device camera capable of single electron detection; in the experiment, the sample-to-camera distance was optimized so that the transverse coherence was comparable to the distances of interest in the sample (∼5 nm), corresponding to small deflection angles in the mrad range.
Static Characterization of the Supracrystal. The investigation of the local symmetry in our sample is carried out at the three different scattering vectors marked in the diffraction pattern of Figure 1c , which relate to three different length scales in the sample. The low order feature s 1 is attributed to the arrangement of the NPs in the supracrystal, where the NPs form crystallographic planes with a distance d 1 = 6.6 nm as depicted in the upper inset of Figure 1a and sketched in the rendering of Figure 2a .
The features at higher scattering vectors, labeled s 3 and s 4 , correspond to the arrangement of the ligands binding to the surface of each gold NPs core. The reciprocal distance s 3 refers to the hexagonal superlattice of dodecanethiol ligands chains that are binding the gold core facets at specific locations between gold atoms, as shown in the inset of Figure 2b . In the gold face center cubic ( fcc) crystal structure, the distance between two neighboring gold atoms is 2.88 Å, which leads to a distance between two nearest locations of the ligand attachment of 4.99 Å (see inset of Figure 2d ). This gives the distance between the crystallographic planes created by the carbon chains of d 3 = √3/2 × 4.99 Å = 4.33 Å. A typical geometrical arrangement of the system in static conditions is the one in which the ligands attached to one facet are stretched and the NPs are randomly oriented throughout the sample, as explained in details in the Supporting Information (SI). In this situation, a diffraction ring at s 3 = 1.45 Å −1 is expected in the diffraction pattern.
The signal at the scattering vector s 4 = 1.68 Å −1 is related to the real space distance d 4 = 3.72 Å, which is the distance between chains of carbon atoms in ordered ligands when those are projected from a specific direction of view, as depicted in Figure 2g . This orientation of ligands relates to a peculiar orientation on the NPs which turns out to be the preferred orientation of NPs throughout the sample, as discussed later in the text.
Cross-Correlation Function and Fourier Analysis of the Diffraction Pattern. Local symmetries in the sample can be revealed by analyzing the modulations in the CCFs at the related scattering vectors s j (j = 1, 3, 4). The normalized CCF is defined as 18, 19 φ φ φ
where I(s,φ) represents the scattered intensity at the defined scattering vector s and the angle φ; Δ is the shift between the two angles, as indicated in Figure 1c and ⟨⟩ φ denotes an averaging over φ. The details on the formalism of the angular cross-correlation analysis are reported elsewhere. 30, 31 The nonnormalized CCF is calculated as
where F φ {...} is the one-dimensional Fourier Transform (FT) over the φ coordinate. The Fourier transform of I(s,φ) yields a spectrum where the most pronounced frequencies indicate the presence of a signal with a corresponding periodicity. In our data, the low-order frequency ν = 2 is assigned to the beam astigmatism and to the signal from the amorphous carbon Lower, purple curves: CCF obtained by setting to zero the frequencies ν = 2 and ν = 4 in the Fourier spectra. Also in this case, no specific symmetries are retrieved, as opposed to the sample. The data at s 1 are not shown because the beam through the empty grid oversaturates the detector at very small angle, preventing the analysis of the data.
membrane supporting the sample, and it is filtered in the analysis of the CCF (SI). Experimental Diffraction Pattern. In Figure 2a −c, the results of the CCF analysis at the scattering vectors s 1 are reported. Such a distance in the reciprocal space corresponds to the planes of the supracrystal, rendered in Figure 2a . The spectrum of the intensity profile at s 1 (inset in panel b) is dominated by the frequency ν = 2 followed by ν = 6 and ν = 4, as shown in Figure 2b . The ν = 2 harmonic originates from the inherent slight astigmatism of the electron beam and the signal from the amorphous carbon of the substrate, as discussed in details in the SI. After filtering out ν = 2, a 4-fold modulation of the CCF is observed, see Figure 2c (red curve). Next, after filtering out ν = 2 and ν = 4, a 6-fold periodicity is retrieved in the CCF, as visible in Figure 2c (purple curve). At the reciprocal space distance s 3 corresponding to the arrangement of ligands in a superlattice on the NPs facets, rendered in Figure  2d , the CCF yields a clear 4-fold modulation after filtering out the ν = 2 Fourier component, as shown in Figure 2f (red curve). The absence of a 6-fold arrangement at this distance is evident from the CCF (purple curve) shown in same figure. At s 4 , corresponding to the distance between the carbon chains in the ligands, rendered in Figure 2g , the CCF shows a clear 4-fold modulation. When both the ν = 2 and ν = 4 frequencies are filtered out, a 6-fold CCF profile (Figure 2i , purple solid line) is observed.
Background Analysis. Among the retrieved periodicities, we determined which modulations originate solely from the scattering of electrons from the gold NPs and their ligands and which ones stem from the substrate. It is essential to verify that the diffraction intensity modulations in the experimental diffraction pattern are not coming from the TEM grid supporting the supracrystal or the substrate, but are a signature of the sample itself. Therefore, we applied the CCF and Fourier transform analysis to the experimental images acquired only from the substrate, without the sample. We compared the results from the dodecanethiol-coated NPs supracrystal with the ones obtained following the same acquisition process and data analysis on an amorphous carbon coated TEM copper grid and on an empty copper TEM grid. The static data from the supporting TEM grid in terms of electron flux, exposure time, and experimental geometry are identical to the ones reported for the acquisition of the electron diffraction pattern from the supracrystal, while those from the empty grid are obtained with much lower exposure time because the lower transmissivity of such a sample would cause the CCD saturation. The results, reported in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , show that (i) The 6-fold modulations of the intensity retrieved at s 1 and s 4 (Figure 2c and Figure 2i respectively, purple curves) and assigned to the local order within the supracrystal structure, are not found at s 1 and s 4 in the intensity of the diffraction pattern of the substrate. Thus, the 6-fold symmetries within the sample retrieved from the modulations in the CCFs at s 1 and s 4 can be safely attributed to the NPs supracrystal.
(ii) By comparison of the CCF at s 1 shown in Figure 2c (red curve) with that of the amorphous carbon shown in Figure 3b (red curve), it turns out that both the supracrystal and the amorphous carbon show a similar 4-fold CCFs, that are also comparable in amplitude. Thus, we can attribute this 4-fold symmetry in the CCFs to the tetragonal arrangement of the amorphous carbon in the substrate.
(iii) The 4-fold symmetry retrieved at s 4 ( Figure 2i , red trace) from the diffraction pattern of the sample is not found at the same s 4 in the diffraction patterns, either of the amorphous carbon-coated or of the empty grid. Thus, this 4-fold modulation at s 4 solely originates from the NPs local arrangement in the supracrystal.
(iv) The 4-fold modulation retrieved at s 3 in the data from the amorphous carbon-coated grid (Figure 3d , red trace) confirms that the substrate contributes to a 4-fold modulation at s 3 ( Figure 2f , red trace).
(v) Both the NP supracrystal and the amorphous carbon samples show a strong and distinct 2-fold modulation at s 1 , while the diffraction pattern of the empty TEM grid was overexposed at those s. The slight astigmatism of the beam is known from the original characterization of our experimental setup 21 and would also contribute to a 2-fold modulation in the CCF.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1 , where we show that the modulations of the CCF relative to the NPs arrangement in the supracrystal (s 1 ) and the distance between chains of carbon atoms in ordered ligands (s 4 ) can be solely attributed to the sample properties and not to either the amorphous carbon substrate (Figure 3) or the copper support grid itself (Figure 4) . Simulated Diffraction Patterns. Sphere Lattice Model and Superposition of Atomic Scattering Amplitude Simulations. To assign and explain the symmetries observed in the diffraction pattern to the corresponding real space objects, a series of simulations was carried out. Figure 5a displays the diffraction pattern simulated as the squared amplitude of the FT of the TEM image of the sample (Figure 1a) , covering the scattering vector range up to a value of 0.4 Å −1 . To mimic the distribution of the NPs in the supracrystal we used the sphere lattice model (SLM) simulation, where the NPs are represented by a sphere, 32 and their arrangement is governed by two parameters: NP diameter and deviation from the position in a perfect hexagonal lattice.
Two sample distributions simulated by the SLM at different disordering conditions are shown in Figure 5b and c, with the corresponding Fourier transforms (FTs). The radial average intensity has been calculated as follows:
The radial intensity profiles for the two simulated and the experimental TEM-derived diffraction patterns are displayed in Figure 5d . The parameters of the SLM model were varied until the best match between the position of the peaks in the simulation and the experimental curve was achieved. The best match was found to be for a sphere diameter of 5.7 nm, and a hexagonal arrangement with a core-to-core distance of 7.6 nm. These parameters give the distance d 1 = 6.6 nm between the planes of crystallographically arranged NPs in the supracrystal (upper inset of Figure 1a ). The real space distances, d 1 and d 2 , are introduced in the upper and lower panels of Figure 1a , respectively.
In Figure 5e , we show the CCF curves of the intensity distribution at a scattering vector s corresponding to the first order of diffraction from the planes with spacing d 1 s 1,1 ). The three CCFs show a 6-fold modulation, confirming the hexagonal arrangement of the NPs in the supracrystal. In the experimental electron diffraction pattern (Figure 1c , to be distinguished from the FT of the TEM image), the diffraction at s 1,1 is overexposed by the central beam. However, the higher diffraction orders of d 1 can be detected at higher s values. For this reason, the analysis at s 1 (d 1 = 6.6 nm) in the experimental electron diffraction pattern was carried out at the seventh diffraction order s 1,7 (s 1,7 = n × 2π/d 1 = 7 × 2π /6.6 nm = 0.66 Å −1 ), as marked in Figure 1c . Further discussion on this point is provided in the SI. The 6-fold CCF obtained for the experimentally measured intensity at s 1,7 ( Figure 2c , purple curve) agrees well with the 6-fold CCFs obtained from simulated diffraction patterns (Figure 5e ) for the lower diffraction orders of s 1 . Thus, different diffraction orders from the same real-space object show an identical CCF periodicity. The simulations, the FT of the TEM image, and the small angle diffraction data all confirm that the NPs are arranged into a hexagonal lattice. Furthermore, the comparison of the SLM simulations to the experimental data allows us to quantitatively estimate the disorder in the crystal. The 4-fold modulation in the CCF retrieved from experimental intensity at s 1 , and displayed in Figure 2c (red curve), is observed both in the sample with gold NPs and in an empty amorphous carbon coated grid. Therefore, the interpretation of this 4-fold symmetry cannot be done with certainty as such a 4-fold modulation could originate either from the amorphous carbon or from an inhomogenity in the supracrystal having tetragonally distorted domains.
The shorter distances, d 3 and d 4 , are related to the atomic arrangement of gold cores and ligands. The simulated diffraction pattern at these distances is obtained by the superposition of atomic scattering amplitudes (SASA) from individual atoms in the NPs, where the shape of the NPs and the orientation of the ligands on their surface are modeled according to previous reports. 32−34 It is worth noting that only an ordered structure gives rise to a characteristic peak in the diffraction pattern. For example, the wave scattered by gauche ligands does not create a characteristic peak but contributes to the background intensity. On the other hand, a bunch of equally oriented trans ligands constitutes a lattice of rods, which can give rise to characteristic scattering peaks in the diffraction pattern. For this reason, a single bunch of trans ligands attached to a gold facet was isolated for simulation, as depicted in Figure  5f . To simulate all the possible orientations of the bunch of ligands, and thus all possible orientations of the gold facets, the bunch was randomly rotated around its center. At each bunch rotation, for each atom, its x, y, z coordinates were assigned, and the complex-valued scattering amplitudes specific to each chemical element (Au, S, C, H) were calculated using the NIST library 35 for 30 keV electrons. The results of the SASA simulation are reported in Figure 5f −i. The complex-valued waves scattered off each atom were superimposed in the farfield and the intensity of the total wave field provided the diffraction pattern. For each rotation of the bunch such a simulated diffraction pattern was created. One hundred random rotations were calculated, and the related simulated diffraction patterns were added together (incoherent addition). Because of the stronger contribution from the carbon atoms, and of their intense scattering amplitude in the forward direction, their signal dominates the resulting diffraction pattern. Figure 5f shows a magnified region of the radial intensity distribution calculated with eq 3. The I(s) obtained from the simulated diffraction pattern of randomly oriented bunches has a maximum at s 3 = 1.45 Å −1 (Figure 5f , blue curve). The CCF analysis of the intensity at s 3 in the simulated diffraction pattern (not shown here) does not reveal any modulations, which is predictable, as the bunch of ordered trans ligands was randomly rotated. On the other hand, a 4-fold modulation is revealed at s 3 in the experimental diffraction pattern (Figure 2f ), which can be attributed to tetragonal arrangement of the amorphous carbon in the substrate.
Next, in the simulation, the bunch of trans ligands was controllably rotated and a specific orientation of ligands with respect to the electron beam was achieved, which gives the diffraction peak at s 4 . This arrangement is depicted in Figure 5f and in Figure 5g and named "preferred orientation"; the electron beam hits the sample orthogonally to the figure plane. "Preferred orientation" refers to the NP orientation under a specific polar angle, whereas the orientation of the NPs in the sample plane is arbitrary. A single bunch of ligands creates two peaks in the diffraction pattern, as shown in Figure 5g . When the NPs are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, as shown in the corner of Figure 5h , where each NP is in "preferred orientation", there are six possible orientations of the NPs in the sample plane, resulting in three possible orientations of bunch of ligands and hence six peaks in the diffraction pattern, see Figure 5h . When the NPs are arranged in a tetragonal lattice, as shown in the corner of Figure 5i , with each NP in "preferred orientation", there are two possible orthogonal orientations of bunch of ligands and hence four peaks in the diffraction pattern, see Figure 5i . Thus, this analysis demonstrates the presence of regions with tetragonal NPs arrangement within regions with hexagonal NPs arrangement in the supracrystal. The cross-validation between the simulations and the experimental data shows a good agreement: a 6-fold modulation was discovered at s 4 in the experimental diffraction pattern (Figure 2i ), and no 6-fold modulations were found at s 3 (Figure 2f ). t 2 , t 3 ) . The "preferential orientation" evidenced at negative times (t 1 , panels b, e) is preserved upon photoexcitation. In fact, the 6-fold symmetry in the CCF is clearly preserved shortly after (t 2 , panels c, f) and more than 100 ps after time-zero (t 3 , panels d, g), despite the photoinduced disorder, which is reflected in a decrease in the CCF amplitude upon photoexcitation. Dynamics. Following the static characterization of the system, we studied the behavior of the NPs supracrystal under photoexcitation. In particular, we selected s 1 (s 1,7 ) to study the rearrangement of the NPs within the supracrystal, and we select s 4 to study the local rearrangement of the ligands. The radial intensity curves at the selected scattering vector s have been retrieved following eq 3 and their amplitude as a function of the time delay is shown in Figure 6a .
The intensity traces as a function of time were normalized to their average value at negative times (t < t 0 ) and fitted to a monoexponential curve. The energy deposited by the pump on the sample causes thermal disorder in the supracrystal, evidenced by a decrease of intensity at s 1 after the photoexcitation (blue curve, diamonds), with a time scale of 12 ± 1 ps. As a result, the supracrystal local hexagonal lattice arrangement is perturbed. The intensity at s 4 also decreases after the photoexcitation (red curve, circles), as a consequence of photoinduced thermal disorder (10 ± 1 ps). However, while the intensity of peak at s 1 drops by 10% the intensity of peak at s 4 drops by only 2%, which means that although the NPs are slightly rearranging themselves, the ligands on their surfaces preserve the preferential arrangement shown before the photoexcitation. The recovery time for the rearranged system is beyond the probed time-scale range, i.e. longer than 220 ps after light exposure.
The evidenced dynamics is also confirmed by studying the CCF at both s 1 and s 4 at different time delays (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ), as shown in Figure 6b 
where the normalization factor ⟨I(s,φ)⟩ φ 2 at the denominator was eliminated from the calculation in order to retrieve the absolute amplitude of the CCFs and to study its time dependence. The 6-fold modulations in the CCF for both s 1 and s 4 are reported at three selected time delays: before the photoexcitation (t 1 , Figure 6b and e), right after the photoexcitation (t 2 , Figure 6c and f), and several picoseconds after photoexcitation (t 3 , Figure 6d and g). The amplitude decrease of the CCFs at both scattering vectors as a function of time is consistent with the dynamics in the system retrieved from the time traces of Figure 6a .
Remarkably, the 6-fold modulation of the CCF at both s 1 and s 4 is found to transiently become more evident as higher signalto-noise ratio (SNR) upon photoexcitation, despite decreasing in amplitude. As demonstrated by Latychevskaia et al., 20 the amplitude of the CCF is proportional to the number of the domains, where the scatterers are organized into an ordered lattice. The experimental traces reported in Figure 6b−d (s 1,7 ) and Figure 6e−g (s 4 ) show that the CCF amplitude is decreasing with time, indicating that the number of locally ordered regions is decreasing. However, the appearance of the peaks in the CCF is given by ordering in the orientation of the domains. A sample with equally oriented domains results in CCF peaks with high SNR, while a sample with more randomly oriented domains results in more noisy CCF peaks. This is demonstrated with the following SLM simulations. The perfect lattice arrangement of the NPs, Figure 5b , is modified by selecting round domains and rotating them by an angle η which is Gaussian distributed with the mean =0°and standard deviation σ = 20° (Figure 6h ) and σ = 4° (Figure 6i (Figure 6k ), all the way to the perfectly ordered lattice (shown in Figure 5b) , in which the CCF consists of six sharp peaks (Figure 6l ). In our experiment, the SNR of the peaks in the CCF distribution for both s 1 (Figure 6b−d) and s 4 (Figure 6e−g ) reaches its maximum at t 2 , after the photoexcitation, showing that the local rearrangement is triggered simultaneously for both the supracrystal and the ligands. The transient increase in the SNR of the CCF evidence that the system reaches some state with the maximal ordering of the domains but then it relaxes to a more favorable state, where some of NPs and the ligands are not ordered. Thus, while the photoexcitation process induces disordering within the supracrystal, the homogeneity of the distribution of the scattering improves, which in turn means that light excitation causes an overall disorder but also induces annealing of the grains in the sample.
Conclusions. In disordered elastic media, elastic forces of different origin, e.g., chemical, magnetic, or electrostatic, provide the binding necessary to create order. 36 Their interplay with disorder, of thermal or quantum origin, gives rise to universal behaviors whose investigation has been mostly limited to the observation of frozen systems in static conditions. 37, 38 However, ordering and disordering phenomena are essentially dynamical. In our study, we demonstrate that it is now possible to determine the interplay between disorder and elastic forces with a spatial resolution that allows distinguishing every microscopic constituent of the system and a temporal resolution in the time scale of their motions. 
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